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STOCK prices on Bursa Malaysia closed higher last week, although it was not smooth sailing.
Investors globally traded more hesitantly on the wake of rising volatility on Wall Street, mixed
US economic signals and increasing concerns over the sustainability of the recovery. 

For the week, the FBM KLCI gained a total of 17.6 points or 1.4%, to end at 1,260.8 points.
Average daily trading volume increased to 1.32 billion shares from 917 million shares the
previous week, with lower liner stocks dominating trading. 

The week initially got off on a poor start. On Monday, investors reacted negatively to Wall
Street's sharp losses the previous Friday, which was triggered by weaker-than-expected
economic data on the consumer sector. 

US consumer spending dropped 0.5% in September 2009, the first decline in five months, while
personal income was flat month-on-month. Coupled with weak consumer confidence, this
underscored concerns that consumer spending may stay weak for an extended period, which
would dampen the recovery process.

Indeed, questions over the sustainability of the recovery and growth process remain a key
question. And this is making investors more cautious, particularly in the wake of stellar stock
market gains after an eight-month long rally.  

The recent stronger-than-expected third quarter 2009 (3Q09) gross domestic product (GDP)
growth of 3.5% in the US was largely boosted by government stimulus policy and inventory
rebalancing. This was the same for most economies in 3Q09. Thus, while they signal an end to
the recession, there remain significant differences in opinions as to the sustainability of the
recovery. 

The picture around the region was also mixed. Malaysia's exports for September fell by a
steeper-than-expected 24.2%. Singapore's manufacturing economy expanded for the sixth
straight month in October, but at a slower pace. Its Purchasing Managers' Index slipped to 50.2
last month, from a reading of 50.6 in September due to lower new orders and a drop in
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production output. The electronics sector also contracted for the first time after six consecutive
months of expansion. 

China, meanwhile, continues to chalk up robust growth underpinned by massive fiscal stimulus
measures that help buffer falling exports. A widely followed index measuring the country's
manufacturing activity expanded at its fastest pace in 18 months. The World Bank revised
upwards its GDP growth forecast for China from 7.2% to 8.4%.

Concerns over the strength of the global economic recovery — and the need for continued
stimulus measures — are also ironically tempered by fears of rising inflation or the need by
some economies to remove their own stimulus packages. Case in point, Australia's central bank
raised interest rates for the second in four weeks, with another 25 basis points hike to 3.5%. 

Meanwhile, the US Federal Reserve kept interest rates unchanged and said the overnight
lending rate will remain at between 0% and 0.25% for as long as inflation remained benign and
job losses continued. While this was expected, investors also decided to take the statement as
suggesting the Federal Reserve sees a long period of sluggish growth. 

Investor sentiment gradually improved as the week wore on, as more favourable economic data
emerged and Wall Street started to recoup some of its earlier losses. Among them were
better-than-expected readings on manufacturing, home sales and construction spending. 

On Thursday, the Dow Jones Industrials Average index reclaimed the 10,000-point mark
following an upbeat earnings report from Cisco Systems and several positive economic
readings. This set the stage for good gains across the region last Friday, and a positive close
for the week. 

Ahead of Friday's all-important October employment report, the number of US workers filing
new claims for jobless benefits declined more than expected last week — by 20,000 to a
seasonally adjusted 512,000. It was the first decline in two weeks and the fewest initial claims in
ten months, although initial jobless claims have been above 500,000 for 51 consecutive weeks.

Investors also welcomed data showing improving US productivity in 3Q09, with worker
productivity surging at an annualised rate of 9.5% and unit labour costs falling at a 5.2% rate.

We expect global stock markets to remain volatile given the concerns over the strength of the
recovery, especially relative to stock valuations. Economic data will probably turn patchy after
the strong rebound supported by stimulus policy and inventory rebalancing in 2Q-3Q09. While
the recession is over, the road to recovery will likely be slow and uneven.

With the US earnings season starting to wind down, investors will increasingly look towards
economic data for further leads. On the local front, investors will also look towards the upcoming
earnings season for fresh leads. 

Portfolio review
Our model portfolio was relatively flat last week, largely due to adjustments yet to be made for
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Dijaya Corp's rights issue. It should be noted that our basket of stocks would have chalked up a
0.4% weekly gain (instead of a 0.02% loss) if we had adjusted for Dijaya's rights issue, which
we will in the coming week

Our basket of 17 stocks fell 0.02% for the week, compared with the FBM KLCI's 1.4% gain.
Including our large cash reserves (for which no interest is imputed), the total portfolio value was
almost unchanged at RM513,132. 

Our model portfolio's total value and returns represent a significant achievement compared with
our initial capital of just RM160,000. We started the model portfolio on March 3, 2003. 

Our total profits are very substantial at RM353,132. Of this amount, RM222,366 has already
been realised from earlier sales and the rest are unrealised. 

This represents a hefty return of 220.7% compared with our capital of RM160,000. We continue
to outperform the FBM KLCI very significantly, which is up by 94.9% in the same period. This
was achieved even though the benchmark index is less representative of the broader market,
and our portfolio holds a large amount of interest-free cash at all times for prudence reasons. 

Last week, seven of our stocks rose, eight fell and two were unchanged. 

Tanjong plc was our biggest weekly gainer, rising 8.2% to RM16.40. Compared with our
dividend cost of RM10.51, the stock is yielding us a gain of 56%. Other major gainers include
CSC Steel (up 3.1%) and Selangor Properties (up 2.5%).  

On Nov 3, 2009, Notion VTec's shares were consolidated on the basis of 5-into-1. Thus, we
now have 4,000 shares, at an average cost of RM1.658. Compared with the current price of
RM2.54, our investment in Notion is yielding us a return of 53.2%. 

Subscription to Dijaya's rights issue 
Our basket of stocks would have chalked up a 0.4% gain for the week if we had adjusted for
Dijaya's rights issue, which we will do in the coming week when we subscribe for its rights
issue.  

On Nov 6, 2009, Dijaya's shares traded ex for a two-call rights issue, on the basis of 3 rights
shares priced at RM1.00 each (but shareholders only need to pay 80 sen, and the balance
capitalised by the company) and two free warrants for every four shares held.  

On a week-on-week, its share price fell from a cum-rights price RM1.40 to an ex-rights price
RM1.05 (which was reflected in the portfolio). On an adjusted ex-rights price basis, its shares
would have fallen less, from RM1.23 to RM1.05. 

We are subscribing to our entitlement, which is for 6,000 shares at 80 sen each. We will also
receive 4,000 free warrants. This will cost us RM4,800 and lower our average cost for our
Dijaya investment, which we will reflect next week. 
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Buying shares of Faber Group 
We are buying 12,000 shares of Faber Group at Friday's closing price of RM1.29. This will cost
us RM15,480. After this purchase and the subscription to Dijaya's rights issue, our portfolio is
74% equity invested and will have RM135,567 cash for future investments. 

Faber recently posted another strong consensus-beating quarter in 3QFY December 2009,
helped by a good performance at both the facilities management and property development
arms. This follows the strong earnings recovery in 2Q09 after a weak first quarter.  

In 3Q09, revenue rose 21.2% year-on-year (y-o-y) to RM197.8 million, pre-tax profit increased
49.4% y-o-y to RM34.1 million while net profit increased 46.8% to RM19 million. At RM1.29,
valuations are inexpensive at 8.4 times for 2009-10 earnings. The stock also gives investors an
attractive yield of 3.1%, based on a sustainable four sen payout given its cash-rich balance
sheet, with net cash totaling RM99.7 million in September 2009, or 27.5 sen per share.  

Faber boasts defensive earnings (from facilities management) balanced with cyclical earnings
(from property), a strong cash-rich balance sheet and high yields. The company has done a
good job restructuring itself over the years, divesting non-core assets, strengthening its balance
sheet and improving shareholder returns. And it is well-positioned for the recovery given its
strong balance sheet and mix of defensive and cyclical earnings.  

Note: This report is brought to you by Asia Analytica Sdn Bhd, a licensed investment adviser.
Please exercise your own judgment or seek professional advice for your specific investment
needs. We are not responsible for your investment decisions. Our shareholders, directors and
employees may have positions in any of the stocks mentioned.
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